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New Capabilities

An important part of this is the re-growing of the Nuclear Attack Submarine fleet, alongside the Government’s enduring commitment to a Continuous At-Sea Nuclear Deterrent.
Global support to Operations

Whilst NATO has been the focus we are active throughout the world including on operations with the UN, enduring and expanding commitments in the Middle East and a deployment to the Far East.
The UK continues to play a leading role in NATO’s strengthened defence posture providing high readiness forces and capabilities in support of our allies.
Scale of Ambition
From Campaign to Contingency

Contingency

Deterrence
We have leveraged our access to PASOLS to establish staff talks with a number of Asian states in support of UK DE priorities.

Supported the planning for Ex SAIF SAREEA 18.

We have provided expertise on doctrine development in support of FPDA.

Developed a close relationship with the US Joint Staff providing access to US innovation agenda and collaboration on cyber.

Maintaining relationship with US, CAN, AUS logistics leadership to shape joint solutions.

Working with AFRICOM to shape the development of the African Logistics Forum alongside STTT led by 102X.

Provided expertise on doctrine development in support of FPDA.

Became only the third state to agree a Mutual Logistic Support Agreement with Japan.

Delivering a Joint POW deepening collaboration across the logistics enterprise.

Re-established the strategic logistic relationship with the French and shaped CJEF development.

Strategic engagement in support of JEF planning.

Through regular engagement shaped the development of the VJFT(L) and eFP planning/support solutions alongside leading the NATO TOC SMART Defence project.

Organised access and understanding event for UK industry.
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Challenges for Joint Logistics
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NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Providing the best possible support to our Armed Forces

**Warehousing**
- £6.7Bn contract
- £83M investment in the Defence Fulfilment Centre
- £40M investment in new information systems
- £500M of savings to the taxpayer by 2028

**Data Centres**
- 2 purpose built centres
- Accredited to IL5 and IL3 standards
- Resilient power and networks, enabling 100% DC availability
- Production hosts 1286 virtual machines on 198 physical servers

**Marchwood Military Port**
- 225 acre facility
- Used for movement of tps & eqpt since 1943
- 35 year contract
- Manage military movements
- Develop trades
- Max commercial activity potential.
“Our centre of gravity as a nation is the alliances we’ve built up over the last 70 years at the strategic level and at the operational level our ability to project power. These two things, and our logistics, are the things we draw our strength from”
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